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Unspoiled Appenzell – small canton but so much to do!  
 

Switzerland consists of 26 cantons (states). You will visit the smallest canton in terms of population and the 2nd smallest canton in terms of area. Due to the 
fact that everything is so tiny in this agriculture canton, the ideal size of your groups is between 20 and 40 guests. This canton is rich  of culture and local 
customs and “evil tongues” say that the inhabitants are very specific, why don’t you find out yourself during your next trip! 
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What to do while you are there? please find some ideas hereafter! 

 

- Meet the locals in their shops during a culinary village walk, taste cheese, meat, bakery and beverage specialties from the canton 

- Meet the butcher and produce your own sausage 

- Meet the bakery shop and produce a sweet cookie, named “Biberli” 

- Meet the beer and whisky brewer, tasting including 

- Meet the Alpine cheese maker, hiking required to reach the Alpine cheese dairies 

- Meet a local farmer and learn about their activities and challenges they face in their business 

- Learn coin spinning and yodeling during a lunch or dinner 

- Attend a “local folkloric jam session” (like with Jazz but here we talk about Swiss folklore musicians) 

- E-bike tour through the canton 

- Visit one of the many surrounding peaks, which includes some hiking and a kick-bike experience 

- Visit the cheese factory in the neighboring canton where you could make your own cheese 

- Culinary train ride 5-7 hours, aperitif, starter and main dish with dessert will be taken in three different places 
 

 

We will be happy to send you a tailored proposal based on your preferences of the program items and according to the number of attendees. 


